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ABSTRACT 
How is it possible to design virtual characters that can express different emotions such as 

compound emotions that are a mix of basic emotion expressions? Augmented reality (AR) 

can create engaging experiences for participants, and in recent years, virtual faces and 

virtual characters have become increasingly realistic and expressive, for example, when 

reducing costs using therapeutic applications. The validity of virtual expression has been 

shown in studies on desktop computers but less so in AR. In this paper, the basic emotions 

and the compound emotions of virtual characters were studied and the character was 

designed to work with Microsoft HoloLens in AR. The process of creating basic emotion 

blends to a human virtual character was created and the animations were modified using 

Unity3D game engine. The participants (n = 24) experienced the virtual character in a job 

interview context wearing HoloLens mixed reality glasses. The virtual character made 

basic and compound facial expressions and the participants were asked to label them. The 

result show that all participants successfully recognized seven basic emotions and seven 

compound emotions from a virtual character in AR using HoloLens; however, disgust was 

confused with sad, and angry was sometimes confused with disgust. Also, the fearfully 

surprised was often mistaken with awed. The result show that the compound emotions were 

recognized quite well and the results indicate that the perceived valence changes depending 

on the facial expressions. The study provides insights into how blended emotive 

expressions for virtual characters are created and perceived. 

 

SAMMANFATTING 
Hur är det möjligt att designa virtuella karaktärer som kan uttrycka olika känslor, till 

exempel blandade känslor som är en blandning av grundläggande känslor? Augmented 

Reality (AR) kan skapa engagerande upplevelser för deltagarna, och de senaste åren har 

virtuella ansikten och virtuella karaktärer blivit alltmer realistiska och uttrycksfulla, till 

exempel då kostnaderna minskas med hjälp av terapeutiska tillämpningar. Giltigheten av 

virtuellt uttryck har visats i studier på stationära datorer, men mindre i AR. I denna rapport 

studerades de grundläggande känslorna och hur de blandade känslorna av virtuella 

karaktären kan konstrueras för att fungera med Microsoft HoloLens i AR. Processen att 

skapa blandade känslor till en mänsklig virtuell karaktär konstruerades och animationerna 

modifierades med hjälp av Unity3D-spelmotor. Deltagarna (n = 24) upplevde den virtuella 

karaktären i en jobbintervju med Microsofts HoloLens. Den virtuella karaktären gjorde 

grundläggande och sammansatta ansiktsuttryck och deltagarna ombads kategorisera dom. 

Resultatet visar att alla deltagare framgångsrikt erkänt sju grundläggande känslor och sju 

blandade känslor från en virtuell karaktär i AR med hjälp av HoloLens; disgust var 

ihopblandad med sad, och angry var ibland ihopblandad med disgust. Fearfully surprised 

blev också ofta felaktig ihopblandad med awed. Studiens resultat visar att de blandade 

känslorna var lätta att känna igen och resultaten antyder på att den uppfattade valens 

förändras beroende på ansiktsuttryck. Studien ger insikter om hur blandade känslouttryck 

för virtuella karaktärer har konstruerats och uppfattats. 
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ABSTRACT 
How is it possible to design virtual characters that can express 

different emotions such as compound emotions that are a mix of 

basic emotion expressions? Augmented reality (AR) can create 

engaging experiences for participants, and in recent years, virtual 

faces and virtual characters have become increasingly realistic and 

expressive, for example, when reducing costs using therapeutic 

applications. The validity of virtual expression has been shown in 

studies on desktop computers but less so in AR. In this paper, the 

basic emotions and the compound emotions of virtual characters 

were studied and the character was designed to work with 

Microsoft HoloLens in AR. The process of creating basic emotion 

blends to a human virtual character was created and the animations 

were modified using Unity3D game engine. The participants (n = 

24) experienced the virtual character in a job interview context 

wearing HoloLens mixed reality glasses. The virtual character 

made basic and compound facial expressions and the participants 

were asked to label them. The result show that all participants 

successfully recognized seven basic emotions and seven compound 

emotions from a virtual character in AR using HoloLens; however, 

disgust was confused with sad, and angry was sometimes confused 

with disgust. Also, the fearfully surprised was often mistaken with 

awed. The result show that the compound emotions were 

recognized quite well and the results indicate that the perceived 

valence changes depending on the facial expressions. The study 

provides insights into how blended emotive expressions for virtual 

characters are created and perceived. 

Keywords 
Emotion; Facial Expressions; Context; HoloLens; Augmented 

Reality; Compound Emotions; Virtual Characters; Computer 

Graphics; Perception 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Virtual Characters are an important part of many 3D graphic 

simulations and interactions. They are used in the entertainment 

industry, gaming, story-telling and training to develop content 

 

and simulations. Virtual characters are often created to behave in a 

realistic manner. They are also flexible and can be used to replace 

real actors or to express different emotions. Virtual characters and 

virtual experiences are used particularly in the development of 

Serious Games that can also serve different purposes, other than 

just entertainment. 

A project called TARDIS [10], a job simulation game was created 

to improve the confidence and social skills in a job interview 

simulation [10]. Some people with Autism Spectrum Conditions 

(ASC) have difficulties in recognizing emotions. According to 

Golan et. al. [4], most emotion recognition (ER) studies in adults 

and children with ASC have tested the recognition of six basic 

emotions. According to Baron-Cohen et. al. [2][11] an emotion 

recognition reference work called Mind Reading: The Interactive 

Guide to Emotions was made for the needs of children and adults 

who wanted to improve their emotion recognition abilities of 

others. According to Baron-Cohen et. al. [23], the recognition of 

emotions is also an important part of educating dramatic arts for 

actors and people-centered professions. According to Fridenson-

Hayo et. al. [12], the compound expressions of emotions are harder 

to recognize than the basic emotions.  

According to Paul Ekman [3], recognizing basic facial expressions 

on faces has mainly focused on studies of six basic emotions that 

are presented in FACS Facial Action Coding System [3] databases: 

happiness, surprise, anger, sadness, fear, and disgust. In addition to 

these basic emotions, there are many other types of expressions that 

are regularly used by humans. These emotions can be, for example, 

basic emotion blends, i.e. compound emotions. Du et. al. [9] 

describe compound emotions as those that can be blended using 

two basic emotions to create a new one. These emotions can be, for 

example, happily disgust emotion that is a combination of happy 

and disgust emotion. Du et. al. mention that these compound 

emotion categories are mostly visually different from each other. 

Currently, there is little material for a platform where the user can 

fully immerse themselves to learn to recognize the complex 

emotions. 

Figure 1: Virtual character sitting on a chair in a real room in augmented reality and displaying an emotion in an experiment where the 

basic emotions and the compound emotions were studied and recognized. The real human participant was sitting on the opposite chair. 



In a study by Lucey et. al. [18], some action unit parameters were 

modified to annotate emotions found in a real face annotated 

database to create the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset for basic 

emotions (CK+). In another study by Du et. al. [19], the compound 

facial expression of emotions database [9] was created and 

annotated. In a study, Ochs et. al. [17] discussed two methods in a 

process of collecting real data from emotions: (1) recording videos 

of actors doing emotions and (2) collecting spontaneous 

expressions that use machine learning and motion capture data. 

This paper is heavily based on the study with humans by Du et. al. 

[9]. In this study, some specific labels were modified, such as, 

“eyebrows up” and “mouth open” settings to set the expression as 

right as possible. The created emotions were tested in a pre-study 

to ascertain if they could be recognized correctly. After the pre-

study, some of the expressions needed more modifications. A 

virtual character system called MCS Female had plenty of facial 

blendshapes available and the basic categories of emotions were 

also available. However, the exception was disgust where the MCS 

Female Action Unit (AU) was set in a way that the mouth was a 

little bit open. Disgust was almost always displayed “mouth closed” 

with real human participants [9][18][19]. However, the compound 

emotion called disgustedly surprised therefore had “mouth closed” 

and “eyes surprised“ parameters displayed. 

The aim of this study was to develop a process where it was 

possible to create virtual emotional expressions from images of real 

human basic emotions and real human compound emotions. In this 

way, it was possible to create a HoloLens experiment where the 

compound emotions were recognized by the study participants. 

Also, the goal of this study was to investigate if emotive behavior 

influences its perceived presence. To study the recognition of 

compound emotions, the emotions were designed to a virtual 

character using a desktop computer. The virtual character was 

situated in a job interview context. Later, the study and the virtual 

character was designed to work with Microsoft HoloLens device in 

AR (see Figure 1) and the main study was conducted in that context. 

In this paper, the emotion recognition in AR was studied and 

feedback from the participants was gathered. 

2. BACKGROUND 
This section will introduce the related theoretical research in 

relation to different facial expressions, context in emotions 

perception, virtual reality, augmented reality, and compound facial 

expressions. Also, the hypotheses and the research question will be 

introduced. 

2.1 Facial Expressions 
Rinn [16] states that the facial expressions are combinations of 

stereotyped movements of facial skin and connective tissue. These 

contractions result in wrinkles, folds, lines and movements in 

mouth and eyebrow areas. Rinn mentions that there are two neural 

pathways involved in facial expressions: voluntary facial 

movements and emotional facial movements. According to Paul 

Ekman [3], the evidence of Charles Darwin’s study shows that 

some emotions are universal. Englishmen living or traveling in 

eight parts of the world: Africa, America, Australia, Borneo, China, 

India, Malaysia and New Zealand reported that they saw the same 

expressions of emotions like they had seen in their homeland, 

England.  The list of seven emotions are introduced in the Facial 

Action Coding System or FACS. They are seven universal 

emotions that are shown and understood through facial expressions. 

According to Paul Ekman [3][13] these basic emotions are: anger, 

fear, sadness, disgust happiness, surprise and contempt. The 

research by Du et. al. [9] shows that many more expressions of 

emotions exist that humans use to express themselves. Some of the 

emotions can be constructed by combining basic emotions together 

to create compound emotions.  These emotions can be, for example, 

awed, fearfully disgusted, fearfully surprised, happily surprised, 

happily disgusted, and disgustedly surprised (See figure 1). In a 

study by Dyck et. al. [20] the natural and virtual face recognition 

was investigated and the disgust face was the only basic emotion 

that was difficult to convey and often confused with anger with 

their avatar technology on a computer screen. Dyck et. al. also 

mentioned that the computer game experience did not directly 

affect avatar emotion recognition. 

2.2 Context in Emotion Perception 
The context of emotion perception serves an important part of 

recognizing different emotions [8][12]. According to Barrett et. al. 

[12] in a real-life situation the face is context dependent and does 

not appear in isolation. When participants selected faces without 

bodies from a small number of emotion words, the process had very 

little to do with a real-life situation. Barrett et. al. mentioned that 

future research should focus more on emotion perception in real life 

situations rather than one-shot studies where the face was presented 

in isolation and outside of real life context. Also, Barret et. al state 

that the expression of pain on a face, for example, can be perceived 

in a totally different way when the face is placed in a bodily context 

and paired with a description of winning. Perceivers can feel like 

they are reading an emotion from a page after seeing an emotion in 

the face. Perceivers use clues of surroundings when they perceive 

the emotion on a face. Studies by Barrett et. al. show that three 

different context effect types are available that can affect facial 

recognition: 1) stimulus based context, 2) perceiver based context 

and 3) cultural based context. In a study, Ochs et. al. [17] state that 

virtual character’s facial expression of emotions can have a 

significant impact on the user’s behavior and interaction. They 

mention that perceptive studies may be considered at two levels that 

are: a context free and in context level of evaluation. 

2.3 Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality of 

Presence 
AR is a view of real environment by adding spatially aligned virtual 

objects using special display technologies [1][15]. According to 

Azuma et. al. [5] in contrast to Virtual Reality (VR) where the user 

cannot see the real world, AR does not replace the real world, but 

rather enriches it with virtual objects. According to Regenbrecht et. 

al. [15] AR depicts the impression that the virtual objects are 

present in the real environment. In their study of VR and AR human 

surrogates, Kim et. al. [1] mention that AR technology involved in 

rendering and displaying virtual characters make AR different from 

VR. Augmented human examples are, for example, virtual humans 

in “Star Wars”. Social presence by the means of how real human 

users feel and interpret with human surrogates was studied. Kim et. 

al. [1] mentioned the contextual inconsistencies that can break the 

realism and therefore break the social presence on how the human 

users are socially connected to the human surrogates. They also 

mentioned the difficulty for augmented humans to manipulate the 

real objects in the environment and the user’s individual prior 

knowledge of the experience. Kim et. al. mention that these factors 

might lower the perceived social presence. 

2.4 Compound Facial Expressions 
In their paper, Du et. al. [9] define a group of 21 distinct emotion 

categories that they call compound emotion categories that are 

constructed by combining basic component categories to create 

new ones. In their study by Du et. al., sample images of compound 

facial expressions were collected from 230 human subjects and 



they were annotated. Du et. al. mention that recently, research has 

mainly focused on six basic emotion categories: happiness, 

surprise, anger, sadness, fear, and disgust. 

2.5 Research Question and Hypotheses 
To be able to conduct the experiment, annotated facial expressions 

of emotions is needed. The annotated expressions were used to 

build a program that could work with Microsoft HoloLens1. This 

enabled to the investigation of the following research question: 

“How do people recognize the basic emotions and compound 

emotions from a 3D virtual face in a HoloLens experience and how 

do the more complex emotive behaviors of a virtual character 

influence its presence?" 

After this, the factors for the experienced realness of the virtual 

character will be examined. Also, getting insights to spatial 

presence in AR and whether the real objects are perceptually 

integrated with virtual objects is valuable [15][24]. Based on this, 

the following hypothesis is defined: 

Participants can distinguish different compound emotions on a 

virtual character in an AR experience. 

To create a study environment in a process where the virtual 

character can display basic emotions and compound emotions 

found in the emotion databases [18][9], the following hypothesis is 

defined: 

It is possible to create virtual emotional expressions from photos of 

real basic and compound faces. 

Dyck et. al [20] and De Borst et. al. [7] study showed that the 

emotions can be recognized from virtual characters. Also, Ennis et. 

al. [25] showed that the emotions are perceived accurately from 

faces and bodies of virtual character. Based on this, the following 

hypothesis is defined: 

The participants can recognize the basic emotions from 

hypothesized emotions from created virtual character. 

After this, the experience is conducted using the methods and the 

results are discussed.  

3. METHODS 
This chapter introduces the scenario of technology used in the 

experiment, and the Facial Expression Creation Process on how the 

emotions were created to a virtual character. After that, the methods 

used in the pre-study and main study will be introduced. 

3.1 Implementation 
The implementation part of the experiment was conducted using 

AR technology and devices. Here, the scenario, process, and setup 

will be presented. 

3.1.1 Scenario 
The technology used in the study was created using Unity3D2 game 

engine using assets that were acquired from the Unity asset store. 

The virtual character used in the study was called MCS Female 1.63 

by Morph3D with inclusive clothing packages and hair. For 

bringing MCS Female 1.6 (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) to Microsoft 

HoloLens build, Morph3D engineers made a custom HoloLens 

                                                                 

1 https://www.microsoft.com/microsoft-hololens/en-us 

2 https://unity3d.com/ 

3 https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/45807 

4 https://www.visualstudio.com/ 

plugin that was used in the project. The plugin made the textures 

and the models of virtual character to render correctly in the 

HoloLens scene using Microsoft Visual Studio 20154. The scene 

where the virtual character was sitting (see Figure 1 and Figure 2) 

consisted of four different main elements: 1) MCS Female virtual 

character, 2) an interactive canvas 3) a table and 4) a chair. The 

chair was build using Blender 3D5 software and the table and its 

textures were created using Windows Paint 3D6 software. For the 

body animations, the TaichiCharacterPack7 by Game Asset Studio 

was used with sitting and idling animations. Realistic Eye 

Movements8 by Tore Knabe was used in pre-study to create realistic 

eye movements for the character. 

Figure 2: Example of emotion stimuli for happy in a situation 

where the character can do basic and compound emotions. 

3.1.2 Compound Emotion Creation 
Both the pre-study and the main study used animations that used 

Unity3D animation controller. The facial expressions were created 

using MCS Female 1.6 facial blendshapes. MCS Female had their 

own annotations for the action points (AU). The blendshape 

parameters were chosen and the parameter intensities were 

replicated (see Figure 3) to appear as similar as possible to the 

images found in databases called Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset 

for basic emotions (CK+) [18][19] and the Compound Facial 

Expressions of Emotions Database for the compound emotions [9]. 

The resulting virtual facial expressions were then compared to the 

image of a real face expression found in the CK+ and the compound 

emotions database. In the main study, all the movements and 

animations were set to static. 

 

Figure 3: Example of Facial Expression Creation Process. 

Action Points (AUs) are combined to create the compound 

category. Then, the resulted character is again compared side 

by side to a real image from an expression database on a LED 

monitor (alternate image shown for demonstration purposes). 

5 https://www.blender.org/ 

6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WhmpYn4LyM&t=2s 

7  https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/15667 

8 https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/en/#!/content/29168 



 

Figure 4: A user gazing and wearing HoloLens. 

3.1.3 Setup 
In the experiment, the virtual character was sitting on a chair in a 

real room and displaying an emotion. The Unity3D scene was 

rendered so that the real human participant was sitting on the 

opposite chair one and a half meters away from where the virtual 

character was sitting. The virtual furniture was rendered on top of 

the real furniture. Before the Unity3D scene appeared, the 

participants had to look slightly downwards, wearing HoloLens 

glasses, to render the scene correctly. The white canvas seen by 

users in the HoloLens application scene consisted of buttons with 

which the user navigated through different sections of the 

experience: tutorial, basic emotions and compound emotions. The 

users had to gaze and click on the buttons on the canvas to summon 

the basic emotions experiment and the compound emotions 

experiment. When the user clicked on the “Next Character” button 

the experiment commenced and the virtual character appeared on 

the scene (see Figure 8). The participants held a HoloLens Clicker 

in one hand and a computer mouse in the other hand. User’s gaze 

and the clicker were used to make user interactions in the HoloLens 

application and the computer mouse was used for navigation and 

clicking in the Google Sheets on a Surface Pro 4 computer. 

3.2 Pre-Study 
The purpose of the pre-study was to annotate the basic emotions as 

well as the compound emotions and test the application that was 

later developed for Microsoft HoloLens9. Four people (two male 

and two female) took part to the pre-study. A Windows standalone 

version of the application was used to make the pre-study. The 

screen used for the pre-study was a Microsoft Surface Pro 410 

laptop that used 24-inch separate LED-screen with 1920x1080 

pixels resolution. The participants were sitting approximately 60 

cm from the screen. Some modifications were needed to get the 

same program working on HoloLens after the pre-study was 

conducted. The pre-study took about 20 minutes per participant to 

complete. The design errors were also captured and improvements 

were made to the final build in a main study. Also, a think aloud 

information was gathered from the participants. 

3.2.1 Stimuli and Questions 
The participants were asked to select the correct answer to the 

question on what emotion was the character displaying. There were 

28 basic emotion stimuli and 26 compound emotion stimuli 

including the neutral emotion. The static facial expressions were 

created using the blend shape parameters created by Morph3D. 

Each participant run the study set for 3 times. The study supervisor 

was sitting next to the participant and followed the process and 

                                                                 

9 https://www.microsoft.com/en-nz/hololens/why-hololens 

10 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/devices/surface-pro-4 

making notes. After the study, the participants had time to tell if the 

emotions were hard to recognize and if there were any problems 

with the experience. The answers were recorded and compared to 

the hypothesized correct answers. 

3.3 Main Study 
The main experience stimuli were similar to the pre-study. 

However, the main study was conducted using Microsoft HoloLens 

instead of a LED monitor. The two emotion stimuli were: the basic 

emotions and the compound emotions. This resulted to 7 different 

basic emotions (see Figure 5) and 7 different compound emotions 

(see Figure 6). Both parts included one natural expression. The 

basic emotions were: happy, surprise, disgust, fearful, sad, angry, 

and neutral. The compound emotions were: awed, fearfully 

disgusted, fearfully surprised, happily surprised, happily disgusted, 

disgustedly surprised, and neutral. First, the participants played 3 

rounds with the basic emotive virtual character and they had a 

chance to practice the experience with a character for 2 rounds 

before the actual experiment. Then, the participants played 3 rounds 

with the basic emotive virtual character and 3 rounds with the 

compound emotive virtual character. The goal was to investigate 

how the 3D virtual character presence and emotions were perceived 

in an AR Microsoft HoloLens experience. 

3.3.1 Setup 
The main study was build using Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 

deployment to Microsoft HoloLens device. HoloToolkit for 

Gesture interaction was used to integrate the hand interactions. 

HoloToolkit was also used to detect the user’s hand and gaze for 

selecting holograms and objects in the experience. The resolution 

in HoloLens was 1268x720 per eye. The data was collected in a 

google sheet. The HoloLens application saved the “correct order” 

data to two separate text files for basic emotions and compound 

emotions on HoloLens Device. The data gathered from the studies 

was pulled to a data folder every time when the user clicked the 

button in the study program. The gathered data was analyzed using 

Microsoft Excel11, IBM SPSS12 and the Analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) test was conducted for statistical significance of valence 

ratings. 

 

Figure 5: Sample images of six basic emotions used in the study. 

(B1) happy, (B2) surprise, (B3) disgust, (B4) fearful, (B5) sad, 

and (B6) angry. 

11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Excel 

12 https://www.ibm.com/analytics/us/en/technology/spss/ 



 

Figure 6: Sample images of six compound emotions used in the 

study. (C1) Happily surprised, (C2) happily disgusted, (C3) 

disgustedly surprised, (C4) fearfully surprised, (C5) fearfully 

disgusted, and (C6) awed. 

3.3.2 Procedure 
Participants were greeted and instructed to read the study 

information sheet: “Imagine that you are in the interview situation, 

please sit comfortably on a chair and your virtual interviewer 

person will be here soon. Your task is to recognize the emotional 

states the interviewer is presenting and type the answers on the 

Google Sheet”. All participants gave a written consent form after 

having received a full description of the study. Participants were 

seated in front of the table wearing HoloLens Glasses (see Figure 

4). Then, the participants completed a study questionnaire to gather 

demographics information, followed by a HoloLens calibration 

(see Figure 7) using HoloLens calibration software. After the 

adjustment and calibration, the participants ran a tutorial 

application of two different randomized emotions for two rounds. 

The virtual character was positioned as if it was sitting on a real 

chair and the virtual character’s size was that of a real human being 

to add realism (see Figure 8). The participants saw a virtual 

character appearing on the other side of the table with canvas listing 

the basic emotions and a “Next Character button” with which the 

participants was instructed to press after they answered to the 

questions in the Google Sheet. Participants used a Microsoft 

HoloLens Clicker to easily interact with a gaze pointer in the 

HoloLens experience. 

 

Figure 7: Calibrating the HoloLens glasses. 

When the participants were comfortable with the tutorial 

application, they proceeded to the actual test by clicking on “Basic 

Emotions” button on a User Interface canvas. The participants 

played three rounds with the basic emotions. When the basic 

emotions were showed, the participants proceeded to play another 

three rounds with compound emotions by clicking on “Compound 

Emotions” button. After playing three rounds with compound 

emotions, the experiment was over. After the study experiment, the 

participants answered to open ended qualitative questions related to 

their perceived presence. Finally, the participants were rewarded 

with a candy bar and a business card with the researcher's contact 

information. 

 

Figure 8: Virtual character displaying neutral emotion in a 

HoloLens experiment. 

3.3.3 Participants 
Twenty-four (24) participants (17 of whom were between the ages 

of 20-30, 19 males and 6 female) were recruited for the main study 

that was located at Microsoft Flux co-working space premises in 

Helsinki. Three participants were invited from the pre-study. 

Eleven (11) participants had used HoloLens before. Ten (10) 

participants had never used HoloLens and four (4) of them had only 

heard of it. 

3.3.4 Stimuli and Questions 
The main experience consisted of basic emotion stimuli, compound 

emotions stimuli and they were presented in random order using an 

algorithm called Latin square (see Table 1). 

Table 1: The stimuli (emotions) used in the whole study 

Basic 

emotion 

stimuli 

No. of times 

stimuli 

shown 

Compound 

emotion 

stimuli 

No. of times 

stimuli 

shown 

Happy 72 Awed 72 

Surprise 72 Fearfully 

disgusted 

72 

Disgust 72 Fearfully 

surprised 

72 

Fearful 72 Happily 

surprised 

72 

Sad 72 Happily 

disgusted 

72 

Angry 72 Disgustedly 

surprised 

72 

Neutral 72 Neutral 72 

 Total: 504  Total: 504 

The basic emotions were ordered by splitting them into three (3) 

sets: S1, S2 and S3. Each set had seven (7) different randomized 

basic emotions. The sets (S1, S2 and S3) were then played to show 

altogether 21 emotions per participant. Like the basic emotions, the 

compound emotions were ordered by splitting them into three (3) 



sets: S1, S2 and S3. Each set had seven (7) different randomized 

compound emotions. The sets (S1, S2 and S3) were then played to 

show altogether 21 emotions per participant. Each emotion stimuli 

were played for 10 seconds and the stimuli was then disappeared 

from a scene. The participants (see Figure 9) saw the character and 

gave their answer to a Google Sheet, answering to a question: 

“What emotion is the character displaying?”. The participants 

selected one answer from 7 different types of emotions. Each 

questionnaire consisted of two questions with a five (5) point Likert 

scale on valence (on the scale: 1 = very negative, 2 = negative, 3 = 

neutral, 4 = positive, 5 = very positive). 

After the whole study experience, the participants filled a study 

questionnaire about AR and answered to six (6) questions regarding 

their perceived presence of the experiment: 1) Was watching the 

virtual character just as natural as watching the real human? 2) Did 

you have the impression that the virtual objects belonged to the 

room? Why? 3) Did you have the impression that you could have 

touched and grasped the virtual character? How could you describe 

it? 4) How was the character located in space? 5) How would you 

describe the experience of seeing 3D characters in AR to a regular 

flat screen? 6) Did you have to try to recognize the virtual objects 

as being three-dimensional? 

 

Figure 9: Setup of the main study. 

4. RESULTS 
In this section, the results from the pre-study and the main study 

will be presented. First, the results and design improvements from 

pre-study will be presented. The accuracy ratings will be presented 

for both basic and compound emotions using confusion matrix 

diagrams. Then the perceived valence of basic emotions and 

compound emotions using HoloLens will be presented with the 

ANOVA test results. Finally, the questionnaire results about 

presence in AR will be discussed. All 24 participants managed to 

complete the study, but with different accuracy ratings. 

4.1 Pre-Study 
The pre-study showed insights on what kind of animations and 

facial expressions should be used for the main study. The pre-study 

also gave insights to the neutral emotion if it was perceived as 

neutral. The neutral, angry and happy stimuli was shown 12 times 

to four participants and all four participants answered to them 

correctly in each round. Participants experienced some challenges 

in differentiating between the sad, disgust, fear and angry emotions 

in basic emotions. When the compound emotions were showed, the 

participants had some difficulties in differentiating between awed 

and fearfully surprised. Also, disgustedly surprised and fearfully 

surprised seemed hard to differentiate. Fearfully surprised and 

happily disgusted were the most correctly answered emotions. 

As for the emotions, the feedback from the users gave some insights 

to the design of the experiment and the emotion program to be built 

to HoloLens. The interior of the mouth in the pre-study scenario 

looked unrealistic and bright. Therefore, it was corrected for the 

main study. Also, a 3-point lighting system was added to make the 

scene look more natural. The lighting system included the strongest 

key light with a bluish tint, a fill light to set the character less 

dramatic and a hair light to make the edges of the body stand out 

(see Figure 10). The idling animation and the realistic eye 

movements animations were set static to make the main study more 

controlled. 

 

Figure 10: An example of the corrected lighting setting based 

on a user’s feedback. The virtual character is displaying 

neutral emotion. 

4.2 Main Study 
In the main study, the participants took part in an AR emotion 

recognition study. The objective of the main study was to research 

whether the compound emotions can be recognized from a 3D 

virtual face in a HoloLens experience. 

4.3 Basic Emotions 
Confusion matrices compared the error pattern of emotion 

categorization for a virtual character. The study used a total of 504 

stimuli corresponding to the seven classes (i.e. six basic emotions 

plus one neutral) that were used to build a confusion diagram (see 

Table 2). In this study, the 24 participants recognized 344 emotions 

labeled as correct answers by the program. First, the study found 

that all the emotions communicated the intended expression except 

for fear and sad. 

Table 2: Cells with a higher detection rate than 0.1 have been 

colored, with darker colors indicating higher percentages. 

 

In the confusion diagram for basic emotions (see Table 2) results 

clearly show that the neutral emotion was almost always 

recognized correctly. Neutral emotion was recognized correctly by 

99% from all the participants. Fear (detection rate = 19%) was 

mistaken for surprise (detection rate = 23%) by participants and 

disgust (detection rate = 57%) was mistaken for sad (detection rate 

= 44%). Disgust was also often recognized as angry by 39% of all 

participants. Surprise (detection rate = 76%) was mistaken for fear 

(79%). Neutral (detection rate = 99%), happy (detection rate = 

96%) and angry (detection rate = 90%) got the highest rates. 



Surprise (detection rate = 76%) also got high detection rate, 

although it was mistaken with fear. Fear got the lowest detection 

rate (detection rate = 19%) and fear was more often recognized as 

surprise. 

 

Figure 11: Perceived valence of basic emotions using HoloLens 

(vertical bars = SD). 

In this study, the 24 participants rated 344 (88 positive, 94 neutral 

and 162 negative emotions) valence markers related to basic 

emotions from correct answers (see Figure 11). In the perceived 

valence of basic emotions (see Figure 11), the result showed that 

the perceived valence changes depending on the facial expression. 

The Likert 5-point scale corresponds to the selections: 1.0 = very 

negative, 2.0 = negative, 3.0 = neutral, 4.0 = positive, and 5.0 = 

very positive. The seven different basic emotions gave different 

valence values. Angry, disgust, fear, and sad emotions gave the 

smallest valence. Happy (mean = 4.19), surprise (mean = 2.84), and 

neutral (mean = 3.17) emotions gave the highest valence. From 

basic emotions, the neutral emotion was rated above neutral (mean 

= 3.17) giving it a mean of 0.17 on the positive side of valence. 

Angry was rated as being the most negative. However, sad (mean 

= 1.97) and disgust (mean = 1.76) were perceived almost as 

negative by a mean difference of 0.21. 

4.4 Compound Emotions 
As for basic emotions confusion matrices compared the error 

pattern of emotion categorization for a virtual character. The study 

used a total of 504 stimuli corresponding to the seven classes (i.e. 

six compound emotions plus one neutral) that were used to build a 

confusion diagram (see Table 3). In this study, the 24 participants 

recognized 311 emotions labeled as correct answers by the 

program. First, the study found that all the emotions communicated 

the intended expression except for awed and fearfully surprised. 

Table 3: Cells with a higher detection rate than 0.1 have been 

colored, with darker colors indicating higher percentages. 

 

In the confusion diagram for compound emotions (see Table 3) the 

results showed that the neutral emotion was almost always 

recognized correctly. Neutral emotion was recognized correctly by 

94% from all the participants. Fearfully disgusted (detection rate = 

24%) was mistaken for disgustedly surprised (detection rate = 

72%) by the participants. Fearfully disgusted was more often 

recognized as disgustedly surprised. Awed (detection rate = 16%) 

was more often rated as fearfully surprised with a detection rate of 

72%. Neutral (detection rate = 94%), happily surprised (detection 

rate = 89%) and fearfully surprised (detection rate = 76%) got the 

highest detection rates. However, fearfully surprised was often 

mistaken with awed. 

 

Figure 12: Perceived valence of compound emotions using 

HoloLens (vertical bars = SD). 

In this study, the 24 participants rated 311 (98 positive, 99 neutral 

and 114 negative emotions) valence markers related to compound 

emotions from correct answers (see Figure 12). In the perceived 

valence of compound emotions using HoloLens (see Figure 12) the 

result showed that the perceived valence changes depending on the 

facial expression. The Likert 5-point scale corresponded to the 

selections 1.0 = very negative, 2.0 = negative, 3.0 = neutral, 4.0 = 

positive, and 5.0 = very Positive. The six different compound 

emotions plus one neutral gave different valences. Disgustedly 

surprised (mean = 2.13), fearfully disgusted (mean = 2.29), and 

fearfully surprised (mean = 2.29) gave the most negative valence. 

Happily surprised (mean = 4.4), happily disgusted (mean = 3.19), 

and awed (mean = 3.1) gave the most positive valence. From 

compound emotions, the neutral emotion was rated below neutral 

(mean = 2.98) giving it a mean of 0.02 on the negative side of 

valence. Disgustedly surprised was rated as being the most 

negative. 

The results of the study indicated that it was possible to recognize 

basic and compound emotions in AR experience using Microsoft 

HoloLens mixed reality glasses. The findings of the study also 

demonstrated that participants can recognize the basic and 

compound emotions rather well in this kind of context. The 

compound emotions were recognized correctly at the rate of 62% 

compared with basic emotions, which had a recognition rate of 68% 

(see Figure 13). Basic emotions were therefore recognized 6% less 

than the compound emotions. The six different recognition rates for 

basic emotions plus one neutral emotion were recognized and the 

results were presented (see Figure 14). Also, the seven different 

compound emotions plus one neutral emotion were recognized and 

the results were presented (see Figure 15). An ANOVA test was 

conducted and there was a significant effect of valence ratings for 

basic emotions on the valence ratings for compound emotions at 

the p<.05 level for the two conditions [F (1, 161) = 223, p = .000]. 



 

Figure 13: Accuracy rate for emotion recognition. 

 

Figure 14: Accuracy rate for basic emotion recognition. 

 

Figure 15: Accuracy rate for compound emotion recognition. 

4.5 Questionnaire Results About Presence in 

Augmented Reality 
Was watching the virtual character just as natural as watching the 

real human? 

Most participants (18/24) mentioned that watching the virtual 

character was not as natural as watching the real human. (6/24) 

participants mentioned that the virtual character was kind of or 

almost as natural than a real human. The uncanny valley, realistic 

size, lack of detail and resolution of face was mentioned once. 

(3/24) participants mentioned that the character was kind of human 

like and mentioned the virtual facial expressions as the reason for 

naturalness. 

Did you have the impression that the virtual objects belonged to the 

room? 

Many participants (11/24) felt that the virtual objects did not belong 

to the room and the objects were positioned incorrectly. However, 

(13/24) participants mentioned that the virtual objects belonged to 

the room. Many participants gave the impression that the virtual 

objects were not the same than the real objects they saw. Some 

participants (3/24) mentioned the real furniture and the real 

background in the room affected the realness. Also, some 

participants (6/24) mentioned that the virtual character, virtual table 

or virtual chair was not positioned correctly and mentioning that 

the character positioned slightly too high. 

Did you have the impression that you could have touched and 

grasped the virtual objects? How could you describe it? 

Many (10/24) participants felt that they could have touched or 

grasped the object in some way. They used words like transparency, 

organic skin, vicinity, fabrics, clicking on buttons affecting to the 

sense of grasping or touching. Many participants (14/24) 

mentioned that they cannot touch or grasp the virtual objects. 

How was the character located in space? 

The participants (9/24) felt that the virtual character was sitting a 

little bit too high in the space. However, many participants (13/24) 

described a feeling that the character was sitting in front of them or 

opposite of them. Three participants (3/24) mentioned the size and 

height of the character. 

How would you describe the experience of seeing 3D Characters 

in AR versus seeing them on a regular flat screen? 

When the participants compared the experience of seeing 3D 

Characters in AR versus seeing them on a regular flat screen, 

(19/24) participants provided positive adjectives (cooler, more 

realistic, more intuitive, more immerse, much better, more real, 

more present, character seem to have weight, more nearness, 

intimacy, interesting, great potential, makes me more focused) to 

describe the feeling. Some participants (4/24) gave a more general 

answer, such as describing that the HoloLens device pressed their 

head too much and had poor resolution. One (1/24) Participant 

described the experience as being the same than a flat screen. 

Did you have to make an effort to recognize the virtual objects as 

being three-dimensional? 

Almost all participants (21/24) felt that they did not have to try to 

recognize the virtual objects as being three-dimensional. Some 

participants (2/24) mentioned that the virtual character was a flat 

picture and said that they did not look it at another perspective or 

the colors made the character to look flat. One participant (1/24) 

did not focus on the dimensions and mentioned being concentrated 

only on the facial expressions. 

The results of the questionnaire suggested that the participants were 

very concentrated on the emotions the characters were displaying. 

The experience seemed to be immersive. Some participants 

mentioned that the facial expressions were quite easy to read and 

the virtual character looked more natural, because it showed facial 

expressions. Regarding the virtual character’s perceived presence, 

the participants mentioned that the experience was immersive and 

that they were fully concentrated during the study. 

5. DISCUSSION 
The initial goal of the study was to investigate if compound 

emotions can be recognized from a 3D virtual face in an AR 

HoloLens experience. The main study gave interesting results on 

the emotions that were recognized by the participants. The 

recognition rates for the basic emotions and the compound 

emotions gave insights on which emotions were hard to recognize 

with the presented animated character technology. The action 

points used in the virtual character's emotions were sufficient in 

participant’s recognition of different emotions. 



5.1 The Recognition of Emotions 
A study by Fridenson-Hayo et al. [22] stated that children with 

autism spectrum conditions showed emotion recognition 

difficulties in both basic and complex emotions and their 

integration in context. Complex emotions were harder to recognize 

than basic emotions. However, the study was not conducted in AR 

or with HoloLens device. The study used video clips from mind 

reading [11]. The studied emotions were 12 complex emotions 

(interested, bored, excited, worried, disappointed, frustrated, 

proud, ashamed, kind, unfriendly, joking, hurt).  

The compound emotions that have been selected to this study were 

based on the study by Du et. al. [9] and a figure of six compound 

emotions in their paper. In this study, nine possible emotion 

combinations, i.e., sadly disgusted, were left out from this study. 

Some of emotions that were left out could only be recognized by 

the strength in the activation of the emotion action units. Some 

compound emotions left out did not include any action units that 

were unique to certain basic emotion. This study found that the 

variance in recognizing basic emotions and the compound emotion 

were not so different. The participants seemed to recognize 

compound emotions surprisingly well and the recognition rate was 

almost comparable with the recognition rate of basic emotions. 

However, there might be a slight learning curve in recognizing 

compound emotions just after the participants played with basic 

emotions. The recognition rate of compound emotions seemed to 

carry across from the basic emotions. Overall, the participants 

seemed to recognize the compound emotions quite well although 

some participants mentioned that they did not find the correct 

emotion from the list. The created emotions using MCS Female 

character seemed to successfully communicate the intended 

emotions in AR. 

Research by Dyck et. al. [20] has shown that the disgust (see Figure 

14) face was the only basic emotion that was difficult to convey and 

confused with anger with their avatar technology on a computer 

screen. They also mentioned that a computer game experience did 

not directly affect avatar emotion recognition. A study by 

McDonnell et. al. [6] mentioned that the disgust emotion was 

widely one of the most difficult emotion to identify. 

This study, however, showed that the disgust face was confused 

with sad face, and angry face was sometimes confused with 

disgust. In relation to the other study by Dyck et. al., it might be 

that the character used in this experiment was very different that the 

ones used in other studies [20][22]. Also, the context in AR in this 

study might have affected to the perceived emotion and valence. 

Participants confused sad with disgust or fear. Also, sad was 

identified with the lowest detection rate from the basic emotions. 

From the compound emotions, the participants recognized fearfully 

disgusted at the lowest rate. This indicated that the compound 

emotion blend categories were also recognized at the lowest rate. 

In this study, it seemed that people recognized the compound 

emotions and basic emotions from a created virtual character. A 

study by Du et. al. [9] showed that compound categories were 

clearly distinct from the basic categories and they represented the 

similarities between some compound expressions. 

In this study, the awed emotion seemed not to be very well 

understood by the participants and many participants asked for an 

explanation of the awed emotion. The awed emotion was also very 

similar and had almost identical action points compared to the 

fearfully surprised emotion. Therefore, most of the participants 

answered incorrectly when the awed emotion stimuli were 

presented. Therefore, cultural background might have affected the 

understanding of the awed emotion word label. If the difficult 

emotions sad and fear from basic emotions were disregarded from 

the study and the difficult emotions awed and fearfully disgusted 

were disregarded from the study, the detection rate between all 

basic emotions (rate = 59%) and all compound emotions (57%) 

looked almost the same (See Figure 16). 

 

Figure 16: Accuracy rate for disregarded emotions. 

When measuring the basic emotion responses from the compound 

stimuli, the additional basic emotions found in compound emotions 

could also be measured. This could help to change the action unit 

parameters from virtual characters and find out if some production 

of a certain compound emotion had other emotions from basic 

emotions. This could be measured, for example, in the form of 

check boxes where the participants select the basic emotions they 

see when they are seeing a compound emotion. 

5.2 The Context 
How important was the context where the character was sitting and 

conveying the emotions? Research had shown that context of 

emotion perception served important part of recognizing different 

emotions [8][12]. Several studies have studied an emotive face that 

appears in isolation of the real world [17][20]. These perception 

studies were mostly made in a context free surrounding. This 

process had very little to do with the real world. According to 

Regenbrecht et. al. [15] AR uses spatially aligned virtual objects in 

the real world. Therefore, there was almost always some sort of 

context available when the participant was perceiving faces using 

an AR device. The clues of the surroundings might therefore have 

affected to the perceived emotion. 

Based on previous research, context played an important role in the 

recognition of emotions. When the participants described the 

experience they mentioned, for example, that the real table and the 

real furniture close to the virtual objects did not match well. The 

virtual character and virtual objects were therefore perceived as 

being quite artificial by some participants. In this study, however, 

there was not a clear indication that the context affected the 

perceived emotion recognition. The participants tended to relate 

real objects from a scene to virtual objects and compared them. 

Barrett et al. [12] mentioned that future studies should explicitly 

model context and not favor the study of faces in isolation. 

5.3 Valence 
The virtual character with a neutral behavior was rated as neutral 

in terms of valence. A small difference was found between the 

neutral emotion in the basic emotions category and the neutral 

emotion in the compound emotions category. These differences in 

perceived valence might possibly be due to differences in 

individuals’ answers. It seemed that valence clearly varied when 

the different emotions were displayed. Happily surprised was rated 

as having the strongest positive valence and disgustedly surprised 

was rated as having the strongest negative valence. The valence 



seemed to correlate with the most positive emotions (happy, 

surprised, happily surprised, happily disgusted, happy) to be 

recognized with a better recognition rate than the emotions that had 

the most negative valence (disgustedly surprised, fearfully 

surprised, fearfully disgusted, sad, fear, disgust, angry). Overall, 

smiling virtual characters were rated positive in valence. Also, 

Scharlemann et.al. [14] suggested that smiling influenced the 

positive valence. 

5.4 The HoloLens Experience 
Many things had to be considered in the setup. The calibration of 

HoloLens was also used in another study by Chang et. al. [21]. The 

calibration allowed the device to adjust the hologram display 

according to the participant’s interpapillary distance. The HoloLens 

device had to be placed to the participant’s head, and adjusted. 

Some participants felt that the device was placed too tightly in their 

head and felt quite uncomfortable. It might have helped if the 

participant would have had the possibility to tighten the device by 

themselves. The HoloLens device came with two different nose 

pieces. However, only one nose piece was used and the device had 

to be raised higher for the participant to see the whole display. This 

might have affected the user experience with some participants. 

However, most of the participants managed to set the device quite 

well. Also, some users had difficulties with the clicker during the 

experiment. Therefore, they were taught to use the HoloLens “air 

tap” interaction instead, and may have added some time for the 

users to complete all the tasks. Many participants mentioned that 

the positioning of the virtual character did not quite match the 

participant’s sitting position and the virtual character was placed 

too high. This might have had an impact on the perceived 

recognition. However, all the participants saw the full face and the 

emotions of the virtual character. This was double checked by using 

the browser portal to see what the user saw through a camera 

integrated in HoloLens device. 

5.5 Presence 
According to Kim et. al. [1] an augmented human (in AR) can use 

seamless connection between virtual and real worlds. Kim et. al. 

mentioned the contextual inconsistencies that can break the realism 

and therefore break the social presence on how the human users are 

socially connected to the human surrogates. They also presented an 

idea where the human surrogate could be perceived to be more 

socially present i.e. augmented human cannot physically move the 

chair they would like to sit. Therefore, the augmented human could 

ask the user to move the chair for them (see Figure 17). Therefore, 

one’s sense of social presence might be enhanced. Regenbrecht et. 

al. [15][24] mentioned the spatial presence and the importance of 

the distinction between real objects and virtual objects, where the 

virtual objects should be perceptually integrated with real objects. 

In this study, however, the virtual character used a virtual 

augmented chair to sit on. The character seemed to be already in a 

sitting position. This might have had an impact to the participant's 

perceived experience and the recognition of emotions. Many 

participants mentioned that the virtual character was sitting a little 

bit too high in the space and that the character did not quite fit to 

the context with real chairs and a real table. These factors might 

also break the social presence. Many participants mentioned that 

the virtual objects belonged to the room. This factor gave insights 

into spatial presence [15] that the real objects were perceptually 

integrated with virtual objects. However, the importance to distinct 

the virtual and real had still effect on user perception, because many 

participants felt that the virtual objects did not belong to the room 

and the objects were not positioned correctly. The AR might enrich 

the experience of presence as half of the participants mentioned that 

the virtual objects belonged to the room. This gave insights into the 

research question “how does the emotive behavior of a virtual 

character influence its perceived presence?” 

 
Figure 17: An augmented female character asking for a real 

human’s help to move a chair. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The main finding of this study suggested that compound emotions 

were recognized quite well by the participants. However, the 

fearfully surprised emotion was often mistaken with awed emotion. 

All the participants recognized the seven basic emotions and seven 

compound emotions from a virtual character in AR using Microsoft 

HoloLens. The Facial Expression Creation Process was developed 

to manually create facial expressions for a virtual character. The 

experiment with the participants gave insights to the use cases of 

HoloLens glasses and how the emotion blends were perceived in 

AR. Using this kind of approach, it was possible to create 

experiences that use virtual characters in AR. However, this study 

was limited to study the static expressions and future studies could 

further investigate the full animation of emotion. Also, the study 

was limited to showing emotions as a one-shot for a limited time. 

However, the emotions were not presented in isolation of context 

as the virtual character appeared to be physically located in a real 

room with the participant. 

6.1 Future Studies 
In future studies, the context could be explicitly modeled so that the 

participants can better recognize and infer emotions of virtual 

characters in AR. It is possible that the recognition of emotions and 

interpretation of word labels can be culture dependent. Therefore, 

the future studies could further explore the extent of culture in facial 

recognition. As the virtual character (in AR) was in a real space, 

the importance of mutual gaze became clear.  Future studies could 

investigate the possibilities of maintaining mutual gaze with real 

humans in AR. The challenge not to break the feeling of presence 

with virtual characters becomes important when pursuing 

contextual consistency in augmented reality. 
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